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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3435 -Boom! The frost mist expelled from the 
mouth of the lion-tiger beast hit the barrier, creating a tremendous noise! 

The barrier shattered upon impact, and the immense recoil forced Skylar to 
continuously retreat! 

The remnants of the frost mist rushed toward them, and in an instant, several 
members of the Norton family were transformed into ice sculptures! 

Skylar furrowed his brows tightly, but at that moment, he dared not use his 
demonic technique! 

Skylar was familiar with the marked aura. Back when he was cast into the 
demon cave, transitioning from an ordinary man to a demon cultivator, he had 
experienced the corrosion of the marked aura! 

However, Skylar was unable to act at the moment. If he did, Cameron and the 
others would undoubtedly suspect his identity! 

“Run!” All Skylar could do was shout loudly, leading Cameron and the others 
in a relentless run! 

The lion-tiger beast was hot on their heels. Those few Norton family members 
who had been frozen were reduced to nothing more than dust under the 
beast’s paws! 

After covering some distance, the lion-tiger beast halted its pursuit and no 
longer chased them! 

It seemed that the lion-tiger beast couldn’t stray too far from the technique 
book. 

Upon seeing the lion-tiger beast halt, Skylar and the others finally breathed a 
sigh of relief! At that point, only five people were left in the Norton family! 

They watched helplessly as the treasure was right before their eyes, yet they 
couldn’t reach it at all! 



“This lion-tiger beast is utterly monstrous. It’s unimaginable that such a 
grotesque creature can exist in a place like this.” Cameron, panting heavily, 
spoke with a face full of lingering fear! 

Skylar gazed at the oppressive, dark patterns overhead, emanating a marked 
aura. Then, he glanced at the beast not far away. He was torn and struggling 
internally! 

If he were to utilize the marked aura, perhaps he could have a fight with the 
lion�tiger beast! 

However, if he used it, he would be completely exposed. 

At that moment, three figures were rapidly approaching from not too far away. 

These were none other than Jared and his companions! 

“It’s not far ahead. There’s still a hint of a fight just a moment ago…” Jared 
was running swiftly! 

Catina and Feenix closely followed behind! 

“Someone’s coming…” Skylar’s brow furrowed. Cameron and the others 
quickly assumed their positions, waiting in silence! 

As Jared’s figure drew closer, Cameron relaxed his stance and quickly spoke 
out, “Mr. Chance, it’s you…” Upon catching up with Cameron and the others, 
Jared halted his steps! 

“What just happened?” Jared turned to Cameron and asked! 

“Just now…” Cameron was about to speak but suddenly stopped. He then 
shook his head and said, “Nothing!” Cameron didn’t want Jared to know about 
the technique book, fearing that Jared might seize it! 

Although they couldn’t obtain the technique for the time being, Cameron didn’t 
want others to take it away either. After all, they were the ones who 
discovered it, and they had even lost several people in the process! 

Jared glanced at Cameron, knowing for certain that the latter was definitely 
not telling the truth! 



However, Jared did not continue to inquire further. Instead, he glanced at 
Feenix and followed Catina, saying, “Let’s go…” Seeing Jared intending to 
continue forward, Skylar suddenly spoke up. “You can’t go any further. 
There’s a lion-tiger beast ahead…” “A lion-tiger beast?” Jared was taken 
aback! 

“Hadn’t those already disappeared? How could they appear in this place?” 
Catina exclaimed in surprise. 

“Up ahead, there’s a technique book, likely a remnant from the Celestial 
Battle. 

Next to this technique, a lion-tiger beast stood guard. We just had a skirmish, 
but we were no match for that lion-tiger beast. I urge you all to leave as 
quickly as possible!” Skylar spoke to Jared! 

“Technique book?” Upon hearing that, Jared instantly became interested. 
After all, he had never seen what an ancient technique looked like! 

Catina cast a cold glance at Skylar, then turned to Jared, warning, “Jared, 
don’t be fooled. That lion-tiger beast is extremely dangerous. You might not 
get the book you’re after and instead lose your life here!” Catina saw through 
Skylar’s intentions. The reason the latter mentioned the presence of a 
technique was undoubtedly to lure Jared into seizing it, and the lion-tiger 
beast would surely intervene! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3436 -When the time came, they engaged in 
battle with the lion-tiger beast, allowing Skylar and his companions to reap the 
benefits! 

“We won’t know unless we try,” Jared dismissed Catina’s words and 
continued on his way inward. Seeing the situation, Catina and Feenix had no 
choice but to follow Jared deeper into the depths. 

“Elder, why did you reveal the ancient technique?” Cameron was utterly 
perplexed, wondering why Skylar had to disclose it. 

After all, they were the first to discover that technique. 



“If I hadn’t spoken up, would we have been able to obtain it?” Skylar retorted 
with a question. 

Cameron shook his head. 

“Since I couldn’t obtain it, it was better to tell him. Even if I didn’t say anything, 
I believe Jared would have discovered it himself. As long as he goes to get 
the technique, he will surely engage in a fierce battle with that lion-tiger beast. 

When that time comes, we can just sit back and reap the benefits of their 
conflict. Stay close to me, all of you. As soon as Jared and his group start 
fighting the lion-tiger beast, we’ll seize the opportunity to snatch the 
technique!” Skylar had already made up his mind. 

While the lion-tiger beast was busy fighting with Jared, he would seize the 
opportunity to snatch the technique. 

Shortly after Skylar and his companions had traveled a certain distance, they 
immediately heard the sounds of intense battle. 

Skylar smirked, knowing that Jared and the others had started to fight with the 
lion-tiger beast. 

At that moment, Jared, with the Dragonslayer Sword in hand, was engaged in 
a fierce battle with the lion-tiger beast. 

Feenix and Catina were also assisting on both sides. Jared saw the lion-tiger 
beast let out a furious roar, and a stream of white frost mist surged toward 
him. 

Jared, on the other hand, flipped his palm, and bursts of flames emerged from 
the center of his hand. 

Then, with a single strike of his palm, a surge of demonic fire shot straight 
toward the frost mist. However, when Jared’s demonic fire came into contact 
with the frost mist, it was instantly frozen and continued to spread. 

A jolt of surprise shot through Jared’s heart as the fire nascence spark within 
him flickered incessantly. Streams of demonic fire were rapidly unleashed. 

Even as Jared launched a series of demonic fire attacks, they could only slow 
down the speed of the frost mist but not stop it. 



Each and every flame was encased in ice, yet they remained in a state of 
burning. 

“This is too bizarre. What on earth is this thing?” Jared was somewhat taken 
aback. Не hadn’t expected the frost mist of the lion-tiger beast to be so 
formidable that it could freeze demonic fire. 

Feenix and Catina were somewhat taken aback when they saw the frost mist 
heading toward Jared. 

With a resonating cry, Feenix revealed her true form. Her wings shimmered as 
she sent wave after wave of fiery feathers toward the frost mist, intending to 
shield Jared from the encroaching frost. 

Catina also furrowed her brows, and immediately, nine tails appeared behind 
her. One by one, fireballs shot out toward the lion- tiger beast. 

However, the attacks from Feenix and Catina seemed to have no effect on the 
lion-tiger beast. 

At that point, Skylar and his men had already sensed it. Upon seeing Feenix 
and Catina, they were all taken aback. 

“Could it be that the two girls beside Jared were actually female demons?” 
Cameron exclaimed in surprise. Meanwhile, Skylar’s face twisted in a 
grimace, filled with envy, jealousy, and resentment. 

From the mundane world to the Ethereal Realm, Jared was always 
accompanied by beautiful women. Moreover, each of these women was more 
beautiful and formidable than the last. 

In his quest for revenge, he endured countless hardships, yet he could never 
catch up to Jared’s pace. 

Even at that point, he didn’t have a single woman by his side. Cameron felt a 
sense of hatred emanating from Skylar, causing him to involuntarily take a 
second look. 

He couldn’t understand. From his perspective, Skylar and Jared didn’t know 
each other, so he didn’t understand why Skylar suddenly looked at Jared with 
such a terrifying gaze. 



Skylar noticed Cameron looking at him, so he suppressed his inner emotions 
and became calm. 

At that moment, Jared was already drenched in sweat. The frost mist sprayed 
out by the lion- tiger beast alone had left him somewhat at a loss. 

As the frost mist continued to spread, the entire crevice soon took on a chilling 
and ominous atmosphere. 

“Go quickly, don’t worry about me, just go…” Jared knew they had no way to 
resist the frost mist. 

His only option was to let Feenix retreat with Catina. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3437 -If everything were to be frozen, it 
would be troublesome. Jared had long noticed Cameron and his group 
watching intently from not too far away! 

“Master, I won’t leave. I want to stay with you…” Feenix desperately flapped 
her wings, positioning herself in front of Jared. 

“Hurry, go! I won’t die, but if we both get trapped in ice, that would be 
troublesome,” Jared roared loudly. 

Upon seeing the situation, Feenix could only look at Jared helplessly, then 
quickly retreated. Catina also felt reluctant, but she still withdrew alongside 
Feenix. 

Feenix and Catina retreated, and Jared could no longer hold on by himself. 
The frost mist rolled in like a tide, instantly enveloping Jared in its midst. 

Jared had become a statue of ice, frozen in place, still maintaining his 
previous posture. Even more astonishing was the flame that continued to 
flicker in the palm of Jared’s hand. 

After enveloping Jared, the frost mist gradually dissipated, ceasing its spread. 



Consequently, Feenix and Catina narrowly escaped disaster. “Master!” Upon 
seeing Jared encased in ice, Feenix was overwhelmed with sorrow. 

Catina, on the other hand, led Feenix, her face also full of sorrow. Despite 
having shared a bed with Jared numerous times, Catina was slowly 
undergoing an inner transformation. Cameron and the others stared at Jared, 
who was encased in ice, all falling into silence. 

Although Jared was encased in ice, the lion- tiger beast still guarded the 
perimeter of the technique, leaving Cameron and the others with no 
opportunity. 

For a moment, the atmosphere at the scene fell into silence. 

Feenix and Catina dared not approach. They could only watch Jared from a 
distance, hoping that he could break the seal on his own. 

After an indeterminate amount of time had passed, Jared remained encased 
in ice. Meanwhile, the lion-tiger beast gradually approached him. 

Upon seeing the situation, Feenix and Catina were instantly on edge, their 
hearts leaping into their throats. 

If the lion-tiger beast had attacked Jared at that moment, Jared wouldn’t have 
stood a chance of survival. After the lion-tiger beast circled around Jared 
once, the creature extended its claw and swiped at Jared. 

With that blow, it was likely that Jared’s entire body would be shattered to bits. 

Upon seeing the situation, Feenix and Catina could no longer contain 
themselves. In an instant, they leaped into action, charging toward the lion-
tiger beast. 

Catina and Feenix gave their all. 

Upon seeing the situation, Skylar glanced at Cameron. “The opportunity has 
arrived. Quickly take someone to retrieve the technique, while I keep an eye 
on that lion-tiger beast.” Cameron nodded, then led the few remaining 
members of the Norton family toward the technique. 

Skylar swiftly moved in front of Jared, looking at Jared who had turned into an 
ice sculpture. A triumphant gleam filled Skylar’s eyes. 



At last, he could exact his revenge. At that moment, Jared was like a sitting 
duck, at his mercy to manipulate as he pleased. 

Feenix and Catina, engaged in a fierce battle with the lion-tiger beast, saw 
Cameron leading his men to seize the technique. They were filled with 
indignation, but they were utterly helpless. They simply had no way to 
extricate themselves at that moment. 

“I got it!” After obtaining the secret technique, Cameron shouted out in 
excitement. Upon seeing that, Skylar felt a surge of joy well up within him. He 
quickly urged, “Let’s go!” Skylar urged Cameron to leave quickly, while he 
himself aimed a palm strike at Jared. 

Just as Skylar was preparing to make a move on Jared, a sudden wave of 
terrifying aura swept over him, forcing Skylar to leap up in an instant. 

Skylar saw the lion-tiger beast’s robust tail sweeping toward him. And from its 
mouth, it spewed gusts of frost mist, intending to hinder Cameron and his 
companions. 

The frost mist rapidly spread, and before Feenix and Catina could escape, 
they were enveloped by it. In an instant, they were encased in ice. 

Upon seeing the situation, Skylar swiftly grabbed Cameron and retreated 
toward the back. The remaining members of the Norton family were all 
instantly encased in ice. 

The lion-tiger beast roared, relentlessly pursuing Cameron. 

Skylar rapidly dragged Cameron away in a hasty escape. After covering some 
distance, the lion-tiger beast halted, subsequently letting out a series of 
enraged roars. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3438 -Upon witnessing the situation, Skylar 
immediately grasped the truth. It seemed that the lion-tiger beast had 
territorial limitations and was unable to leave that specific area. Otherwise, it 
wouldn’t have halted its pursuit every time it chased him to that point! 



After considering these facts, Skylar felt relieved. Meanwhile, Cameron had 
already turned pale at that moment, overwhelmed with fear. Letting out two 
roars, the lion-tiger beast swiftly retreated! 

Skylar regretted not being able to slay Jared on the spot. However, with Jared 
encased in ice and the lion-tiger beast returning, Jared’s survival was 
undoubtedly impossible! 

Although he couldn’t personally exact revenge on Jared, he still considered it 
a form of retribution! 

With these thoughts in mind, Skylar was filled with excitement! 

“Bring that technique over here. I want to take a look,” Skylar exclaimed. 

Cameron nodded, handing over the martial arts documentation device to 
Skylar. 

Taking hold of it, Skylar infused a stream of aura into it! 

However, to Skylar’s surprise, the documentation device remained 
unresponsive, and he couldn’t see its contents! 

Skylar furrowed his brow as he attempted to channel his spiritual energy once 
again. Yet, the martial arts documentation device still showed no response! 

“Could it be a discarded technique?” Skylar said, his face filled with confusion. 

“What’s the situation?” Cameron asked. 

“The martial arts documentation device couldn’t be opened, making it 
impossible to see its contents,” Skylar explained. 

“Allow me to try!” Cameron suggested. He also infused a stream of spiritual 
energy, but the martial arts documentation device still showed no response! 

Cameron was taken aback. He casually remarked, “Could it be that this 
martial arts documentation device can only be opened by demons? After all, 
this place is filled with marked aura. It’s quite possible that this is a martial arts 
documentation device belonging to the demons, and our human cultivators’ 
spiritual energy can’t open it.” Cameron’s statement instantly enlightened 
Skylar. The fissure was filled with marked aura, suggesting that the technique 
could very well be from the demons. 



Given that it was a demon’s technique, it would require the marked aura of a 
demon to unlock it! 

However, in the presence of Cameron, Skylar couldn’t directly unleash his 
marked aura as doing so would completely expose his identity! 

Although Jared had already died, Skylar still couldn’t reveal himself. After all, 
he was in the Ethereal Realm, and he hadn’t fully recovered yet. Moreover, he 
found it quite advantageous to be an elder in the Norton family! 

He had no worries about food or clothing and even had people gathering 
various resources for him. Living like an emperor, Skylar didn’t want his 
identity to be discovered so quickly! 

“Stay here and keep watch. Let’s see if that lion- tiger beast makes any more 
moves. I’ll try to unlock the technique. If I can’t, then the deaths of our family’s 
disciples will have been in vain,” Skylar instructed Cameron. 

Cameron nodded, not daring to refute his elder’s words. 

Skylar, holding the martial arts documentation device, leaped into the air. He 
hovered mid-air, completely immersed in the thick, marked aura. 

In that moment, Skylar let himself go, his face adorned with a ferocious grin. 

Then, he greedily absorbed the surrounding marked aura! 

Subsequently, a surge of marked aura was infused into the martial arts 
documentation device. Indeed, the device began to emit a radiant glow! 

However, Skylar’s body didn’t contain much marked aura. Even though the 
martial arts documentation device showed a reaction, he couldn’t see its 
contents. Skylar had no choice but to put away the martial arts documentation 
device and desperately absorb the surrounding marked aura! 

Meanwhile, on the other side, the enraged lion- tiger beast roared. Its guarded 
technique had been stolen, and it seethed with anger. Roaring, it used its 
claws to shatter the people frozen in ice, one by one! 

As the lion-tiger beast advanced toward Jared, poised to strike with its claw, a 
sudden burst of golden light erupted from within Jared! 



The golden light radiated brilliantly, instantly melting the ice encasing Jared. 
The lion-tiger beast, sensing this golden light, revealed a look of terror in its 
eyes and continuously retreated! 

Before Jared’s eyes, the spirit beast egg emerged on its own from his storage 
ring, radiating a golden light! 

Jared slowly opened his eyes, gazing at the spirit beast egg in front of him 
that was radiating a golden light. His eyes were filled with astonishment! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3439-n the area illuminated by the golden 
light, all the frozen ice had melted away! 

Both Feenix and Catina had also regained consciousness! 

Unfortunately, the disciples of the Norton family had been completely 
destroyed by the lion-tiger beast. Even if the ice had thawed, there was no 
hope of them coming back to life! 

“Master!” “Jared!” Feenix and Catina hurriedly rushed to Jared’s side! 

As they gazed at the spirit beast egg in front of them, shimmering with a 
golden glow, both Feenix and Catina were filled with astonishment! 

The spirit beast egg continued to float towards the lion-tiger beast. The lion-
tiger beast, which had just been ferocious, was now retreating in fear, 
resembling a frightened puppy! 

Eventually, it collapsed onto the ground, emitting a series of low growls, 
seemingly begging for mercy! 

Afterwards, the spirit beast egg floated up and landed heavily on the head of 
the lion-tiger beast! 

The lion-tiger beast, directly struck by the egg, cried out in pain, but it didn’t 
dare to dodge! 

Jared and the others were completely stunned by this sight! 



No one could have imagined that the fierce lion- tiger beast would be afraid of 
a single spirit beast egg. 

Jared had initially intended to retrieve the spirit beast egg, not wanting it to 
provoke the lion- tiger beast any further. If they truly angered the lion-tiger 
beast, they would likely suffer the consequences. After all, the spirit beast egg 
feared nothing! 

Before Jared could even approach, the spirit beast egg struck the lion-tiger 
beast once again! 

Suddenly, the lion-tiger beast rose up, letting out a roar that echoed through 
the air. A white mist, as cold as ice, began to envelop its body! 

Upon seeing this, Jared and his companions were frightened and hastily 
retreated! 

However, the spirit beast egg remained suspended in mid-air, motionless! 

It seemed as though it wasn’t afraid of the lion- tiger beast at all! 

After the lion-tiger beast roared for a while, its body suddenly convulsed. 
Then, with a swift opening of its mouth, it spat out a beast core within which a 
white light was swirling! 

After expelling the beast core, the lion-tiger creature laid back down on the 
ground, its face displaying a look of grievance! 

The spirit beast egg seemed to pulse twice, as if beckoning Jared over! 

Jared gazed at the pulsating spirit beast egg, cautiously making his way 
towards it! 

Upon discovering that the lion-tiger beast lay motionless on the ground, Jared 
dared to reach out and pick up the beast core! 

Picking up the beast core, Jared hastily retreated, with the spirit beast egg 
closely following him! 

After stepping back a bit, Jared looked at the beast core in his hand with an 
excited expression. That was the beast core of a lion-tiger beast. 

Jared held the beast core in his hand, channeling his spiritual energy into it. 



Instantly, a surge of white flame filled the air, causing the surrounding 
temperature to plummet dramatically! 

However, as Jared held the beast core in his hand, he felt waves of heat 
emanating from it, which left him quite perplexed! 

Jared began to absorb the white flame emanating from the beast core, but 
soon, frost started to form all over his body, almost turning him into an ice 
man! 

This startled Jared, who quickly stopped absorbing! 

“It’s truly peculiar. How is it that I sense a wave of heat within this beast core, 
yet it emits an aura of icy cold?” Jared was truly puzzled, wondering what on 
earth the beast core of the lion-tiger creature was. 

“Master, look quickly!” Suddenly, Feenix let out a startled cry! 

Jared hurriedly looked around, only to discover that the faint white mist 
surrounding him was actually flickering flames. The only difference was that 
those flames were white. 

“This… This is the frost flame. Who would have thought that it could be found 
within the beast core of the lion-tiger beast? No wonder the lion- tiger beast 
could spew out frost mist, freezing everything in its path. This was not mere 
frost, but frost flame.” Catina cried out in alarm! 

“Frost flame?” Jared was taken aback! 

Jared had never heard of frost flame before, He was utterly perplexed! 

“Frost flame is a type of fire, but its heat is not its only characteristic. It can 
also radiate extreme cold. You should know that when people are in extreme 
cold, they paradoxically appear to be extremely hot and shed their clothes. 
This frost flame is a freezing demonic fire. No wonder the lion-tiger beast 
could even freeze flames. It turns out this is essentially a frost flame, a variant 
of fire, which is why it’s unafraid of intense heat. Even in extreme heat, even 
amidst molten lava, this frost flame could freeze everything. If it were merely a 
mist of ice, it would be utterly incapable of freezing objects in such intensely 
hot environments!” explained Catina. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3440-Jared had more or less grasped the 
concept. It seems this frost flame is quite valuable! 

“Since this is a type of flame, then it’s easy to handle!” After all, Jared 
possessed fire nascence. All he needed to do was absorb the fire nascence 
and convert it into his own nascence power. 

Jared extended his hand, and the beast core slowly dispersed in his palm, a 
cluster of frost flame pulsating within his grasp! 

Gazing at the frost flame in his palm, Jared astonishingly opened his mouth 
and swallowed it whole! 

Upon witnessing Jared’s method of absorption, Catina couldn’t help but be 
astounded. She knew that ordinary cultivators wouldn’t dare to absorb in such 
a manner! 

The frost flame penetrated Jared’s body, surging wildly within him. In 
response, Jared released fire nascence, initiating the fusion with the frost 
flame! 

His nascence space was unveiled, with the spark of fire nascence 
continuously radiating its brilliance. Immense forces of attraction were at work, 
absorbing the rampant frost flames! 

In just a matter of minutes, Jared had completely refined the frost flame, 
causing the spark of fire nascence to shine much brighter! 

With a flick of Jared’s wrist, a burst of flame shot out instantly, causing a 
section of the stone wall to melt away in an instant! 

As the stone began to melt and drip, Jared had a thought, and astonishingly, 
the melting stone was completely encased in ice! 

Moreover, it had even transformed into a liquid state, frozen in mid-air! 

“Hahaha, this is just fantastic…” Jared burst into excited laughter. He had 
never imagined that something like frost flame could actually exist! 



The demonic fire had the power to incinerate everything, yet frost flame could 
freeze all in its path. If Jared desired something, he could use that frost flame 
to freeze it! 

If the demonic fire was used, everything would be burnt to ashes, and then 
there would be nothing left to gain! 

At that moment, Jared was overjoyed beyond measure. He watched the 
pulsating spirit beast egg in front of him, reached out directly to grasp it, and 
then infused a stream of spiritual sense into it! 

He was extremely curious about the type of spiritual beast that resided within 
the egg. Not only had it subdued the lion-tiger beast, but it had even made the 
lion-tiger beast willingly spit out its beast core! 

Just as Jared’s consciousness had penetrated the spirit beast egg, a dazzling, 
five-colored radiance surged toward the sky! 

Jared hadn’t seen at all what was inside the spirit beast egg, and out of fright, 
he immediately withdrew his spiritual sense! 

He certainly didn’t want the people around him to be attracted by that 
brilliance, lest he become the target of all, pursued by the crowd! 

Catina turned to Jared and asked, “What was in there?” Jared, however, 
shook his head. “I don’t know!” Catina, with a furrowed brow, asked, “This egg 
is quite unique, but why do I feel so uneasy in my heart upon seeing it?” Upon 
seeing the situation, Jared hurriedly stored the spirit beast egg into his storage 
ring! Catina was also of the beast race, so upon seeing the spirit beast egg, 
she felt a sense of oppression. 

The reason Feenix didn’t feel anything was that its bloodline was noble, 
possessing the bloodline of a spirit beast, which was far more noble than 
Catina’s nine-tailed fox! 

Feenix followed Jared, saying, “Master, the technique has been stolen by the 
Norton family.” Upon hearing that, Jared was not surprised at all. He knew 
that in the face of enormous benefits, the Norton family would strike at any 
moment! 

After all, he didn’t have any profound relationship with the Norton family! 



When he initially presented the Divine Bow, the Norton family was actually 
tempted. However, Jared was stubbornly resisting, and it was only because 
the Norton family didn’t feel entirely confident they could win that they let 
Jared leave! 

Setting aside who initially discovered the technique, the fact that the Norton 
family took advantage of the chaos to rob others really irked Jared! “Let’s go. 

Perhaps we can still track down those people from the Norton family…” Jared, 
along with Catina and Feenix, turned to leave. The lion-tiger beast, shaking its 
head, rose to its feet and followed behind them, as if seeing them off! 

Upon noticing that the lion-tiger beast bore no ill will, Jared chose not to 
interfere further, allowing it to follow behind him! 

If the lion-tiger beast could become his pet, accompanying him through the 
Celestial Battlefield, that would be even better. By then, Jared would no longer 
need to fear Pablo! 

However, Jared’s idea simply couldn’t be realized. After they had traveled 
some distance, they discovered that the lion-tiger beast was no longer 
following them. 

It just stood there, dumbfounded, watching Jared and his companions! 
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